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Absolute Precision for 
original imagination

Enjoy exceptionally precise color control with color-

accurate, wide-gamut ProArt display devices.

Versatile Connectivity for 
seamless speed

Meet all your connectivity needs with the latest 

high-speed I/O and networking standards, 

including Thunderbolt™, USB-C™, HDMI, Wi-Fi 6 

and more.

Extreme performance for 
seamless creation

Unleash your imagination. With incredible processing speeds 

and professional-grade graphics, the ProArt series has the 

power you need to keep your inspiration and ideas flowing 

uninterrupted.

Proven compatibility and 
reliability

From Independent Software Vendor-certified compatibility 

with leading creative tools, to rigorous physical tests for 

durability and reliability, we work to ensure that ProArt 

products are ready to go to work for you anywhere, 

anytime.

As an artist, game developer, architect, or engineer, you hold the power of creativity in 

your hands: the power to make dreams real. Whether you’re fanning a spark of inspiration, 

carefully refining your concept with a client, or unveiling your next masterpiece, the 

foundation of your work is in your tools. We build ASUS ProArt products to break down 

the barriers that stand between you and your vision. Our laptops, workstations, monitors, 

and more enhance your flow and channel your passion with incredible performance and 

precision. ProArt lets you devote yourself to what’s most important: just creating.
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Filmmaking & Video Editing
Creating visual stories needs not only creative genius, but also powerful hardware and 

great teamwork. Today’s complex ultra-high-resolution workflows — for recording, editing, 

post-production work or rendering and transcoding — demand resource-hungry tools like 

Adobe® Premiere, Final Cut Pro or DaVinci Resolve. Let the unrivaled power of ProArt series 

do all the heavy lifting for you, so you can hit your deadline without compromising your 

creative vision.

ProArt Display PA32UCX ProArt StudioBook Pro X W730 ProArt Station D940MX

Lifelike HDR Visual Experience

Designed to enhance the contrast between the brightest and darkest parts of an image, HDR technology delivers 

exceptional onscreen clarity and detail. Featuring a full-array LED backlight with ASUS LED Driving technology ProArt 

PA32UCX features mini LED panel achieves K zones local dimming and a peak brightness of 1,200 nits, so it can 

produce the deepest blacks and the brightest whites with sharper, more detailed visuals.

Thunderbolt™ 3: The USB-C that Does it All

For unrivaled expandability and versatile, ultrafast connections, ProArt laptops and displays include two Thunderbolt™ 

3 for data transfer speeds of up to 40Gb/s, DisplayPort and USB 3.1 with power delivery for providing up to 60W of 

power to external devices. In addition, you can daisy-chain two 4K displays through a single port without the need for 

a hub or a switch. With Thunderbolt™ 3, the possibilities are truly endless!

Perfect Color Management On-Set 

ProArt displays give you perfect colors in every frame, making it a great display for video editing. The high color 

accuracy provided by ProArt display also makes it easy when you’re working in a team — because everyone sees 

the same exact color on the piece of film being worked on. Every monitor has been carefully tested to ensure precise 

rendering of input colors and exceptional color fidelity.
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Photography & 
Graphics Art
Visualizing and creating artwork, illustrations and graphic design or web 

projects can be a complex process involving many diverse tools, such as 

Adobe® Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign. ProArt series is engineered 

to ensure that all your tools work seamlessly and efficiently together to 

give you color-accurate results — in the least amount of time.

4K UHD: It’s All in the Details

Being able to clearly make out skin textures and individual strands of hair is crucial for all photographers and 

retouchers. ProArt displays give you up to 4K UHD 3840 x 2160 resolution visuals for incredible levels of detail — 

making it the perfect tool when you’re looking to retouch, resize, or cropping the photographs.

Wide Color Space: Bring Out the True Beauty of Your Picture

Displays and laptops for photo editing should provide outstanding colors to help bring your photographs to life. ProArt 

laptops and displays feature sRGB and Adobe RGB wide color gamut to cover the entire ISO-coated and US web-

coated CMYK color spaces used in printing. This ensures that your final images turn out exactly how you want them 

to be — so expect beautiful photographs with lush green forests or portraits that convey the emotion of your subject. It 

offers accurate color space reproduction, while 10-bit display color provides over 1 billion onscreen colors for smoother 

gradations and a more natural transition between hues.

Showcase Your Artwork with Outstanding Color Accuracy

ProArt displays are the ideal displays for professional graphic designers. Its high color fidelity gives you a preview of how 

your final artwork will turn out once you put it to paper. Each ProArt display is factory pre-calibrated to guarantee industry-

leading color accuracy, true-to-life hues and unequaled color reproduction.

ProArt Display PA329C ProArt StudioBook Pro 15 W500 ProArt Station D940MX
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Animation & 
Game Development
Imagining, building and animating virtual worlds is one of the toughest creative 

challenges, involving large multidisciplinary teams for modeling, texturing, 

rigging, animating and compositing. ProArt series gives you powerful and 

reliable solutions for working efficiently with modeling and rendering software 

and game engines, like Maya®, Octane Render, Unreal and more.

Boost Your Productivity with Uncompromising Performance

The ProArt series is engineered to fulfill the demands of creators working in animation, 3D visuals and computer-

aided design . ProArt Station uses multicore Intel® Core™ processors for extreme performance, with ultrafast SSD 
storage that makes light work of massive files.

Optimized Software Performance for Creatives

ProArt StudioBook laptops are equipped with up to NVIDIA® Quadro RTX™ GPUs to deliver the ultimate visual 

experience for creators. These top-class GPUs deliver optimized performance for RTX-accelerated ray tracing in 

renderers like Unreal and Arnold. They also enable photorealistic previews of graphics projects.

Detailed and Accurate Color Rendering

ProArt wide-gamut monitors support 4K UHD HDR for incredible brightness, contrast and color accuracy, while true 

10-bit color depth and a 1,000,000:1 contrast ratio provide the deep blacks and accurate highlights demanded by 

professional game developers.

ProArt Display PA32UCG ProArt StudioBook One W590 ProArt Station D940MXProArt Station PA90
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Architecture & 
Product Design
Planning, designing, and constructing structures involves art, beauty, science, 

technology and teamwork. The ProArt series range allows you to concentrate 

on bringing your concepts to life with BIM software, using tools such as Revit® 

, Archicad and Lumion for planning, 3D modeling, rendering and collaborative 

work. With ProArt series, you can focus on bring your concepts to life.

Ultimate Performance to Fit Your Workflow

ProArt Station is a powerful solution that delivers stable high-performance computing for computer-aided design 

(CAD) workflows in the architecture, engineering and manufacturing fields. It's powered by multi-core Intel® Core™ 

processors and NVIDIA Quadro® or GeForce RTX™ graphics, and has a compact design for an uncluttered 

workspace.

Power on the Go

The ultra-mobile ProArt StudioBook gives you the power to work on your projects on the road. With Frameless 

NanoEdge display and compact design, it’s easy to bring StudioBook on-the-go from places to places. Superb 

mobility doesn't mean compromised performance, though: you can demonstrate real-time visualization of proposed 

changes to clients, making your entire workflow more efficient and productive.

Comprehensive Color Management

With ProArt Creator Hub it's easy to maintain color consistency across different ProArt devices. Color calibration 

ensures authentic color reproduction, and display-related information — such as brightness, color gamut, color 

temperature and Gamma — can be viewed at a glance to ensure quick detection of any anomalies.

ProArt Display PA278QV ProArt StudioBook Pro X W730 ProArt Station D940MX
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What Pros Say

Kevin Shaw 
Colorist / President of CSI (Colorist Society International)

“The ASUS PA32UC meets my needs as a professional rec. 

709 reference display and allows me to do accurate HDR 

mastering and monitoring without the compromises of 

televisions or the price tag of the usual industry favorites.”

Jordy Vandeput 
YouTuber / Creative Director

“As a creative, I constantly challenge myself to 

expand my horizons. The ASUS ProArt PA32UC 

is the professional companion that helps me color 

grade my films on a true reference monitor and 

experiment with exciting features it comes with.”

David Carlier 
Adventure Photographer / Filmmaker

“The screen of ASUS ProArt PA32UC is just gorgeous!

Editing is a real pleasure with so much details and such a high 

quality image. Of course the size is a huge advantage when it 

comes to pinpoint every detail of the shot, but I really like the 

beautiful contrast and the « precision » when zoomed in.

I shoot with Leica M digital and a Leica S, and I can tell you that 

the photos look like real on such a monitor with such a depth 

in the file itself. The screen is really paying tribute to the quality 

of the Leica files.”

Potato Jet 
YouTuber / Videographer

”The measurement delta E is basically how close is 

what’s being displayed to what it’s supposed to be. 

A delta E of 5 is good, but these come pre-calibrated 

with a delta-E (ΔE) < 2 which is super accurate. Each 
monitor is literally shipped with a calibration report just 

to give you the insurance that these have been through 

some serious quality control and I love that!I don’t see a 

need to upgrade anytime soon, and it checks off all the 

requirements for what I need in a monitor. Awesome!”
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ProArt StudioBook combines professional-grade Quadro graphics, a wide-gamut display and 

exceptional color accuracy makes it ideal for creators.
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Unstoppable computing
ProArt StudioBook is powered by the latest Intel® Xeon® or Intel Core™ processor designed to handle complex, 
multithreaded applications. These processors take mobile computing to another level, easily outperforming previous 

generation offerings to give you incredibly smooth and responsive multitasking.

Professional-grade graphics 
Seamlessly edit your creations and render multilayered files with professional-grade NVIDIA Quadro and Geforce RTX 

graphics, optimized for stability and performance with professional software apps. This DirectX® 12-compatible graphics 
monster delivers all the horsepower you need for even the most graphics-intensive tasks, such as 3D rendering, video 

playback, and flawless simulation.
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Wide color gamut
To display the most vivid, most realistic colors possible, ProArt StudioBook supports an exceptionally wide color 

gamut. The color space is the preferred choice of creative professionals for its increased range of possible colors, and 

makes images on ProArt StudioBook look simply stunning.

More accurate color 
The built-in ASUS Calibration Technology on ProArt StudioBook provides color-accuracy tuning and uniformity 

compensation to make things easy when it’s time to recalibrate the display’s brightness and color consistency. 

And with its impressively low Delta-E value, you can be sure the colors you’re seeing are accurate.
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ISV certified

For creatives, software is key. That’s why ASUS tests and invests in comprehensive ISV (Independent 

Software Vendor) certification processes to ensure ProArt StudioBook works as expected with 

professional applications from the world’s leading software companies.

Militarily tested 
ProArt StudioBook meets the ultra-demanding MIL-STD 810G military standard for reliability and durability*, 

undergoing a punishing test regime that includes extended tests for operation in harsh environments including 

extreme altitudes, temperatures and humidity. It has also passed ASUS internal laptop tests that far exceed the 

standards set by the industry.

* As of Oct 2019, only ProArt StudioBook W730,W700,W500,H700 and H500 have passed the MIL-STD 810G military standard.
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Unbelievable visuals. Unbeatable performance.

The first laptop to feature NVIDIA® Quadro RTX™ 6000 graphics, and powered by the latest 
Intel® Core™ i9 processors, ProArt StudioBook One is the most powerful StudioBook ever. Designed 
for data science, product development, and animation, it can easily handle large-scale computations 

and graphics-intensive applications.

 Intel® Core i9- 

9980HK

 NVIDIA® Quadro 

RTX™ 6000

Color accuracy 

Delta-E < 1
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Create more with a secondary display

ProArt StudioBook Pro X is the first Quadro®-powered laptop to feature the four-sided NanoEdge 

display, making it a mighty powerhouse that brings ideas to life. The innovative slim-bezel 

NanoEdge design allows a larger panel to fit into its compact chassis for immersive visuals. 

Powered by up to 9th Gen Intel® Xeon® or Core™ i7 processors, ProArt StudioBook Pro X offers 
outstanding performance, while its NVIDIA® Quadro RTX™ 5000 GPU ensures a graphics prowess 

that’s second to none. The addition of the interactive ASUS ScreenPad™ 2.0 makes working a 
breeze, too. ProArt StudioBook Pro X offers a combination of cutting-edge graphics and portability 

that makes it perfect for creative professionals.

 Intel® Xeon® E- 

2276M

 NVIDIA® Quadro 

RTX™ 5000

Innovative 

ScreenPad 2.0
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The power to create, anywhere

ProArt StudioBook Pro 17  is one of the world’s slimmest laptops to feature NVIDIA® Quadro® graphics, 
making it a mighty powerhouse that brings ideas to life. It boasts a slim-bezel NanoEdge display 

that effectively allows for a larger display to fit into its compact chassis for immersive visuals. Its 

combination of cutting-edge graphics and portability makes it perfect for creative professionals.

 Intel® Xeon® E- 

2276M

 NVIDIA® Quadro 

RTX™ 3000 Max-Q 

(W700)

17” NanoEdge 

display
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The power to create, anywhere

The supremely portable ProArt StudioBook Pro 15/15 is the most compact model in the range, but 

it still packs a big punch when it comes to performance. Its powerful NVIDIA® Quadro RTX™ 5000 
Max Q / Geforce 2060 graphics make light work of graphics-intensive tasks, while its 15.6-inch 

PANTONE® Validated 4K UHD panel ensures pixel-perfect imagery every time.

/

 Intel® Core® i7- 9750H  NVIDIA® Quadro 

RTX™ 5000 Max-Q 

(W500)

 NVIDIA® GeForce 

RTX™ 2060 

(H500)

17” NanoEdge 

display
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ProArt Station addresses the specific needs of creative 

professionals, delivering powerful and stable computing 

performance for computer-aided design and content creator 

workflows.
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Powered for professionals 
Professional content creation workflows often involve intensive tasks, our powerhouses offer the latest Intel® Core™ 

CPUs with cutting-edge NVIDIA® Quadro® and GeForce® GPUs for smooth and responsive performance for even 

the most demanding projects. On top of that, you’re guaranteed the industry-leading stability offered by ASUS 

motherboards for a worry-free experience.

Ray tracing

real-time 3D simulations

AI-augmented

computing process optimization

VR-ready

smooth VR experience

Ultrafast connectivity

As a content creator, you will often need to transfer large files and connect to numerous devices 

simultaneously. From Thunderbolt™ 3 to Wi-Fi 6, experience industry leading connectivity that never 

slows you down.

Exceptional stability and durability

ProArt Station uses ASUS motherboards --- with world’s No.1 brand, with over 45% global 

market share* and the most award-winning motherboard brand. They are renowned for 

offering comprehensive system protection to safeguard hardware, 8000+ validation hours 

for 24/7 stability, and compatibility with 1000+ components, which is evidenced by our public 

QVL(Qualified vender list). 
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Professional software 
compatibility
We’re not just about hardware. Our close relationship with software developers 

shows we care about your entire user experience. Independent software 

vendor (ISV) certification ensures the very best performance, stability and 

experience when you’re working with Adobe® or Autodesk®.

Maximize your workspace 
It’s time to raise your expectations of what a small-form-factor PC can do. Ultra-compact, powerful, and 

designed for creative professionals, ProArt desktops take up less space on your desk and leaving more 

room for your display, speakers and other peripherals. 
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Ensuring stable performance 
A high-performance cooling system is essential for heavy design workloads. ASUS ProArt desktops 

employs optimized cooling system to ensure the full performance of the CPU, while delivering 

consistently quiet and stable operation, helping to avoid slowdowns, application crashes and even 

unexpected shut downs while working on your projects.

ProArt D940MX utilizes a multi-zone design and hybrid 

cooling system which combines server-grade vapor 

chamber and heat pipe.

Keeping things quiet 
Designed to work silently, ASUS ProArt desktops’ optimized cooling system ensures it generates less 

than 19dB of noise at idle, and a maximum of 32dB at full load, so you can work without distractions. So if 
you’re a content creator, you won’t have to worry about the hum of cooling fans in the background while 

recording or streaming.



Exceptional performance, minimal in size

It’s time to raise your expectations of what a small-form-factor PC can do. Ultra-compact, powerful, 

and designed for creative professionals, ProArt Station D940MX packs a workstation-grade 

processor and graphics into a small and slim chassis. Its unconventional design features LED 

indicator that lets you know the current status of the PC, and houses an advanced thermal system, 

including hybrid system and multi-zone design, that ensures smooth and quiet operation even 

under full load.

 Intel® Core® i9 

processor

 NVIDIA® Quadro 

 or GeForce graphics

Advanced thermal 

technology
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ProArt StudioBook One W590

Processor
Intel® Core™ i9-9980HK processor 

2.4GHz octa-core with Turbo Boost (up to 5.0GHz) and 16MB SmartCache

Operating System Windows 10 Pro

Graphics NVIDIA® Quadro RTX 6000 24GB GDDR

Display

15.6” LED-backlit 4K UHD (3840 x 2160) display 16:9

84% screen-to-body ratio

100% Adobe RGB color gamut

Delta E < 1 color accuracy,  PANTONE® Validated

Anti-glare panel with Corning® Gorilla® Glass 5

Memory 64GB DDR4 2666MHz

Storage Up to 1TB (PCIe® NVMe Gen3 x4 SSD)

Audio Array microphone

Keyboard Illuminated Chiclet Keyboard Backlit support with Fingerprint & Power on

ScreenPad / NumberPad --

TouchPad Precision Touchpad (PTP) technology supports up to four-finger smart gestures 

Connectivity 3 x Thunderbolt 3 USB-C™ with Display Port 1.4 (up to 40Gbps)

Wireless 
Dual-band 2 x 2 Wi-Fi 5 with Gig+ performance (802.11ac)

Bluetooth® 5.0

Battery 90 Wh 12-cell lithium-polymer battery

Camera HD webcam

Color Star Grey

Dimensions (W x D x H) 

and Weight

364 x 245 x 24.2 mm

2.9 kg

Price HK$ 89,998

ProArt StudioBook Pro X W730

Processor
Intel® Xeon® E-2276M processor 

2.8GHz hexa-core with Turbo Boost (up to 4.7GHz) and 12MB cache

Operating System Windows 10 Pro Workstation

Graphics NVIDIA® Quadro RTX 5000 16GB GDDR6

Display

17” LED-backlit WUXGA (1920 x 1200) NanoEdge display 16:10

3.8 mm-thin bezel with 92% screen-to-body ratio

97% DCI-P3 color gamut

Delta E < 1.5 color accuracy, PANTONE® Validated

Anti-glare panel with 178° wide-view technology

Memory 64GB DDR4 2666MHz (SO-DIMM x4)

Storage 2 x 2TB PCIe® NVMe™ 3.0 (RAID 0)

Audio

Sound by Harman Kardon

Smart amplifier

Array microphone

Keyboard Full-size backlit keyboard with 2.0 mm key travel and privacy hotkeys, 19 mm full size key pitch, integrated Numeric keypad

ScreenPad / NumberPad ScreenPad™ 2.0

TouchPad Fingerprint sensor with Windows Hello support

Connectivity

2 x Thunderbolt™ 3 USB-C™ with Display Port 1.4 (up to 40Gbps)

3 x USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-A (up to 10Gbps)

1 x HDMI 2.0

1 x SD 4.0 / UHS-II card reader (312MB/s)

1 x Audio combo jack

1 x RJ45 LAN jack

1 x Kensington lock

Wireless 
Dual-band 2x2 Wi-Fi 6 with Gig+ performance (802.11ax)

Bluetooth® 5.0

Battery 95 Wh 6-cell lithium-polymer battery

Camera HD webcam

Color Star Grey

Dimensions (W x D x H) 

and Weight

382 x 265 x 28.2 mm

2.5 kg

Price HK$ 49,998
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ProArt StudioBook Pro 15 W500 ProArt StudioBook 15 H500

Processor Intel® Core™ i7-9750H processor Intel® Core™ i7-9750H processor

Operating System Windows 10 Pro Windows 10 Pro

Graphics NVIDIA® Quadro RTX 5000 Max-Q 16GB GDDR6 NVIDIA® GeForce RTX 2060 6GB GDDR6

Display

15.6” UHD (3840 x 2160) display, 16:9

82% screen-to-body ratio

100% Adobe sRGB color gamut

Delta E < 1.5 color accuracy, PANTONE® Validated

15.6” UHD (3840 x 2160) display, 16:9

82% screen-to-body ratio

100% Adobe sRGB color gamut

Delta E < 1.5 color accuracy, PANTONE® Validated

Memory 48GB DDR4 2666Mhz (SO-DIMM x 1) 32GB DDR4 2666Mhz (SO-DIMM x 1)

Storage 2 x 1TB PCIe® NVMe™ 3.0 (RAID 0) 2 x 1TB PCIe® NVMe™ 3.0 (RAID 0) 

Audio
Certified by Harman Kardon

2 x audio jack

Certified by Harman Kardon

2 x audio jack

Keyboard Illuminated chiclet keyboard with new Hot Keys for greater convenience Illuminated chiclet keyboard with new Hot Keys for greater convenience

ScreenPad / NumberPad -- --

TouchPad
Precision Touchpad (PTP) technology supports up to four-finger smart 

gestures 
Precision Touchpad (PTP) technology supports up to four-finger smart 

gestures 

Connectivity

1 x Type-C™ USB 3.1 Gen 2

1 x Type-A USB 3.1 Gen 2

2 x Type-A USB 3.1 Gen 1

1 x HDMI 2.0

1 x Kensington Lock

1 x Type-C™ USB 3.1 Gen 2

1 x Type-A USB 3.1 Gen 2

2 x Type-A USB 3.1 Gen 1

1 x HDMI 2.0

1 x Kensington Lock

Wireless 
Dual-band 2X2 Wi-Fi 6 with Gig+ performance (802.11ax)

Bluetooth® 5.0

Dual-band 2X2 Wi-Fi 6 with Gig+ performance (802.11ax)

Bluetooth® 5.0

Battery 76 Wh 4-cell lithium-polymer battery 76 Wh 4-cell lithium-polymer battery

Camera --  --

Color Star Grey Star Grey

Dimensions (W x D x H) 

and Weight

360 x 252 x 18.9 mm

2.0 kg

360 x 252 x 18.9 mm

2.0 kg

Price HK$ 39,998 HK$ 20,998

ProArt StudioBook Pro 17 W700

CPU
Intel® Core™ i7-9750H processor 

2.6GHz hexa-core with Turbo Boost (up to 4.5GHz) 
and 12MB cache

Operation System Windows 10 Pro

Graphics

NVIDIA® Quadro RTX 3000 Max-Q 6GB GDDR6

 NVIDIA® Quadro® T2000 4GB GDDR5

NVIDIA® Quadro® T1000 4GB GDDR5

Display

17” LED-backlit FHD (1920 x 1200) NanoEdge display 16:10

5.3 mm-thin bezel with 84% screen-to-body ratio

95% DCI-P3 color gamut 
Delta E < 1.5 color accuracy, PANTONE® Validated

178° wide-view technology

Memory 32GB DDR4 2666Mhz (SO-DIMM x 2)

Storage 2 x 1TB PCIe® NVMe™ 3.0 (RAID 0) 

Audio

ASUS SonicMaster Premium 

Smart amplifier

Array microphone

Keyboard Full-size backlit with 1.4 mm key travel and privacy hotkeys 

ScreenPad / NumberPad Glass-covered with integrated NumberPad (optional), intelligent palm-rejection

TouchPad Precision Touchpad (PTP) technology supports up to four-finger smart gestures 

Connectivity

1 x Thunderbolt 3 USB-C™ with Display Port 1.4 (40Gbps)

3 x USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-A (10Gbps)

1 x HDMI 2.0

1 x SD 4.0 / UHS-II Card reader (312MB/s)

1 x Combo audio jack

Wireless 
Dual-band 2x2 Wi-Fi 6 with Gig+ performance (802.11ax)

Bluetooth® 5.0

Battery 57 Wh 3-cell lithium-polymer battery

Camera HD webcam

Color Star Grey

Dimensions (W x D x H) 

and Weight

382 x 286 x 18.4 mm

2.39 kg

Price From HK$ 19,998
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ProArt Station D940MX

Operation System Windows 10 Pro

CPU

Intel® Core™ i9-9900K processor (3.60GHz eight-core, 16 threads, 16MB cache)

Intel® Core™ i7-9700K processor (3.60GHz eight-core, 8 threads, 12MB cache)

Intel® Core™ i7-9700 processor (3.0GHz eight-core, 8 threads, 12MB cache)

Chipset Intel® Z390

Discrete GPU

Nvidia® GeForce RTX 2080 Ti with 11GB GDDR6 memory 

Nvidia® Quadro RTX 4000 with 8GB GDDR6 memory

Nvidia® Quadro RTX 2060 with 6GB GDDR6 memory

Nvidia® Quadro® P1000 with 4GB GDDR5 memory

Memory
4 x DIMM SLOT, DDR4 2666MHz

Support max.64GB

Storage
Up to 1TB PCIe Gen3 x4 M.2 SSD

2.5” 1TB HDD 7200RPM

Wireless Dual-band 2 x 2 WiFi 6 (802.11ax) + Bluetooth 5.0

LAN 10 / 100 / 1000 / Gigabits Mbps

Audio High Definition 7.1 Channel Audio

Front IO Port

2 x Thunderbolt™ 3 Type C (up to 40Gbps, DisplayPort and Data transmission)

2 x USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type-A

1 x Microphone& Headphone (Combo jack)

Rear IO Port

1 x HDMI

1 x LAN (RJ-45)

4 x USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-A

3 x Audio jacks support 7.1 channel audio output

1 x Kensington lock slot

Power Supply 280W x 280W

Dimensions (W x D x H) 

and Weight 

300 x 95 x 283 mm

6 kg

Accessories Wireless Keyboard + Mouse

Security

Module TPM 2.0 Embedded Security chip (optional)

ASUS Business Manager

ASUS UEFI BIOS

Kensington lock

Certificates ENERGY STAR® / BSMI / CB / CE / FCC / UL / WiFi / RF
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